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The Moba Omnia range is designed to meet the steadily increasing demands of effi ciency and 
food safety in the egg industry. Next to our technical focus we learned that teaming up with our 
customers is the most important key to success. By using and incorporating ideas and requirements 
of our customers, the Omnia range is built to your needs. Built up as a versatile modular system, we 
can compose the optimal confi guration in each and every individual situation. Omnia PX stands for 
Proxima and is the latest development in this impressive family of high-end egg grading machines.

Individual egg handling
Moba’s approach to achieving the highest effi ciency is 
that of individual egg handling, also known as “the gentle 
touch”. The basic idea is that each egg is treated as an 
individual product; once the eggs arrive on the rollers 
of the infeed section, all the way down to the consumer 
pack, any contact between eggs is avoided. This principle 
serves 3 important purposes. First of all, individual egg 
handling reduces the risk of cracked egg shells. When two 
eggs collide, even with only minor force, both egg shells 
will suffer damage and the weaker of the two will most 
probably show hairline cracks or worse.

Second, eggs that are allowed to make contact in the 
grading process can transmit bacteria. However when 
eggs are kept in individual positions, as it is in Omnia, you 
minimize the chance of cross-contamination signifi cantly. 
This is the only valid basis to use further bacteria-reducing 
equipment such as egg washers or ultra violet light 
disinfection systems.

And third, individual egg handling allows the graders 
computer to collect all data per each individual egg. This 
offers you sophisticated packing options such as batching 
or printing total egg weight per consumer pack and total 
traceability of each egg, source to destination.

Important companies in our industry confi rm that 
Individual egg handling offers 2% more sellable eggs. This 
means that compared to other technologies 2% more of 
your eggs fi nd their way to the retail.

Logistics and capacity 
Another unique feature of Omnia is the control system and 
the way it handles the logistic process. When the number 
of eggs in the system exceeds the packing capacity, Omnia 
allows you to pre-program alternative destinations, a 
so-called ‘by-pass’. Even packing lanes can be set for other 
products without stopping the machine. Because of this 
principle, you can count on your machine running at the 
speed you require, which is translated into a much better 
net output capacity.

Hygiene and construction
The Moba Omnia series is constructed from non-corrosive 
materials and all frame and metal parts are made of 
stainless steel. All parts that handle and hold eggs are 
made from carefully chosen plastic material with surface 
structures that do not hold dirt and therefore micro 
organisms. All sensitive equipment such as detection 
systems, multi drum and weighing system is placed above 
the egg fl ow to avoid pollution and therefore cleaning time. 

Introduction

| omnia | 

Hygienic construction infeedMMI product oriented programmingMore Grade A
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On top of this, all packer parts that come into contact with 
eggs can be removed for cleaning, by means of a revised 
‘out-of-place’ cleaning concept; the parts washer. Receiver 
sets are mounted in a cassette system that can be placed 
in the trolley of the parts washer within seconds. Let the 
parts washer automatically disinfect and clean the parts 
intensively, while your crew has time to clean the rest of the 
machine.

Cleaning concept PX 
The Omnia PX is designed to decrease cleaning time. By 
combining advanced Cleaning in Place systems with the 
hygienic parts washer and high pressure cleaning, the 
cleaning procedure will take less effort and will be even more 
effi cient. While the parts washer is cleaning the packer parts, 
the infeed of the Omnia PX can be high pressure cleaned by a 
member of your crew. This multitasking cleaning concept of 
the Omnia PX can be divided in 3 simple steps. 

Step 1 Clean infeed & track 
The Omnia PX has 3 CIP systems built in. The CIP system 
of the infeed and the CIP system of the track can run 
simultaneously. While the CIP systems are working, other 
preparations can be made such as removal of the printers, 
inkjet heads and plastic bags on the packing lane, blow dust 
the denesters and prepare the foaming and high pressure 
cleaning devices for cleaning. 

Step 2 Clean transfer, packer parts and packing lanes
All egg touching parts of the packers can be cleaned and 
disinfected intensively by the parts washer. The rest of the 
packers and packing lanes can be foamed and high pressure 
cleaned. We developed a system that allows the transfer of 
the Omnia PX to be high pressure cleaned as well. During 
production the transfer is protected by a stainless steel 

cover. To start the high pressure cleaning process of the 
transfer, this cover can be shifted to both give access to the 
transfer and at the same time protect the inkjet machines 
from splashing water. Infeed and accumulator or loader can 
also be high pressure cleaned for maximum result.

Step 3 Clean weighing system and automatic oiling of chains
In Omnia PX the weighing system has a built in CIP system 
as well. While the CIP system is cleaning the carriers, the 
chains of the packing lanes are automatically oiled block by 
block and the printers inkjet heads and plastic bags can be 
replaced.

Usability  
Ease-of-use is also a very important factor in terms of 
effi ciency. Thanks to sophisticated menus, necessary settings 
are easily found and changed. There are different user-levels, 
for instance for production or technical staff. The user-control 
of the machine can be operated via one or multiple screens 
on various locations. The screens are connected to the 
machine through a network which can easily be connected 
to the offi ce network and linked to administrative software. 
Several software options are available to exchange data to 
third-party applications. 

The Omnia PX is also equipped with ergonomic touch screens 
above the packing lanes. By using simple icons, these screens 
display every detail you can imagine about the product, such 
as laying dates and inkjet or labelling details, but also all 
required settings for the packer and denester. This enables 
quick interventions or product changes. You confi gure it 
yourself using parameters relevant to your specifi c way 
of running the machine. All options aim for maximum 
effi ciency in the use of the machine.

| omnia | 

Step 3: Clean weighing system and 
automatic oiling of chain

Step 2: Clean transfer, packer parts and 
packing lanes

Step 1: Clean infeed & track
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1  Loader
When eggs arrive at a packing station, they are packed onto 
plastic or pulp trays in a 5x6 pattern. Depending on the type 
of loader, the trays are put on individually or in stacks of 6 
trays. The stacks are carefully unloaded and by vacuum cups 
put onto the rollers of the infeed conveyor. Empty used trays 
are stacked for re-usage. Each batch of eggs is accurately 
administrated. Adding a code, either by keyboard or barcode 
reader will ensure quick retrieval of data at a later time and 
additional automatic changes of text in inkjet and labeling 
systems in eggs and packs.

3  Hygienic infeed
The robust and open construction of the infeed system 
in Omnia is constructed to keep dirt accumulation to an 
absolute minimum.  It holds a cleaning in place system for 
all rollers and allows high pressure cleaning.  Optionally, 
double rollers can be mounted. A unique design that makes 
sure each egg is resting on its own set of rollers. 

4  EggInspector (optional)
Vision system to inspect the shells of the eggs for 
irregularities. It can detect dirt spots as well as leakers. 
The EggInspector operates on both brown and white eggs. 

5  Multidrum (optional)
This system handles the orientation of the eggs. 
Furthermore, if an EggInspector is mounted before the 
Multidrum, leakers can be removed from the egg fl ow in 
this early stage, preventing downstream contamination.

6  Infeed conveyor
Moba Omnia offers an infeed conveyor that fi ts the “Gentle 
touch” principle. Eggs settle steadily onto the rollers within 
milliseconds because of the unique wide roller shape. On 
the infeed, eggs are already orientated and therefore, the 
individual egg handling is guaranteed throughout the 
process. 

7  Crack detection (optional)
This magneto-acoustical system detects even the smallest 
hairline cracks. The smart software in Omnia allows you to 
easily produce different output qualities simultaneously.

A tour through the machine

Type Fit for 
OMNIA type

Capacity 
[eggs/hour]

Processes

TVS 17 85 17,500 Single trays

TVS 28 85 28,500 Single trays

TVS 45 85 + 125 45,000 Stacks of trays

TVS 60 125 + 170 60,000 Stacks of trays

TVS 90 250 90,000 Stacks of trays

TVS 120 330 XF 120,000 Stacks of trays

FL 350 330 FT/350 PX 126,000 Stacks of trays

FL 530 500 FT/530 PX 190,000 Stacks of trays

2  Accumulator
Eggs that get to the Omnia egg grader directly from the 
chicken houses, are transferred through the so-called 
“accumulator”. This system combines the highest possible 
fi lling ratio with the most gentle egg handling. Batches 
of eggs coming from different houses can be counted, 
administrated and even graded separately if required. Also 
combination-machines with both loaders and accumulators 
are possible.

1
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Detail common speed loading onto (optional) double rollersSee large overview on the fl ap on the cover
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8  UV Disinfection (optional)
By means of UV-C light bacterial growth on both eggs and 
rollers is reduced signifi cantly. 

9  Weighing and transfer area
Our weighing system ensures very accurate results 
combined with low maintenance and hardly any downtime.
It is placed above the egg fl ow to avoid polluted weighing 
cells. In Omnia a continuous transfer system is integrated 
which reduces the impact on the eggs to an absolute 
minimum. Transfer is easy accessible for cleaning
and is mounted in the same stainless steel frame as the 
weighing unit.

10  Main transport frame
The main transport frame leads the eggs to the packing 
lanes. On their way, they can optionally pass blood 
detection (11) or inkjet (12) equipment. Once they reach the 
packing lane, the eggs are released from the carriers using 
highly reliable unlock magnets combined with a perfect 
compensation of the forward speed. 

11  Blood detection (optional)
By means of a spectrum analysis, the contents of the egg 
are analyzed for blood spots. Blood eggs can either be 
programmed to a specifi c packing lane or the outlet of the 
machine.

12  Inkjet (optional)
Inkjet systems of all different brands can be placed on the 
Omnia, printing the eggs with information about grade, 
supplier code or house number and (best before-) dates.  
Several brands can also be automatically controlled by 
Omnia software. 

13  Denester
Empty packs are destacked in the denester and placed in 
a pin conveyor one by one. This creates a temporary buffer 
that is useful to correct problems manually or give you time 
to switch to another type of pack without stopping the 
packing process. The movement of the packing lane is servo 
controlled and positions the pack very accurate. Omnia 
packing lanes can handle the largest variety of pack types in 
the world.

14  Packer display
Packer display XF/FT: LED display clearly indicates status 
of each packing lane.  The Omnia PX is equipped with 
ergonomic touch screens above the packing lanes. By using 
simple icons, these screens display every detail you can 
imagine about the product, such as laying dates and inkjet 
or labeling details, but also all required settings for the 
packer and denester. This enables quick interventions or 
product changes. 

15  MMI
The user interface for programming your Omnia is available 
under WindowsTM. It is based on ‘product-oriented-
programming’: your machine ‘knows’ your standard 
products and will remember all grading, packing, inkjet, 
labeling and traceability functions. 

16  Packing lanes
Moba Omnia machines use a buffer system to bring eggs 
together from multiple tracks and offer a temporarily buffer 
location. The dropset takes the eggs from the buffer and 
places them into a pack. 

| omnia | 
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The user interface for programming your Omnia is available under WindowsTM. It offers you an 
easy to understand menu to control the machine to your needs. It is based on ‘product-oriented 
programming’: your machine ‘knows’ your standard products and will remember all grading, packing, 
inkjet, labeling and traceability functions. 

Integrated functions
Programming of the machine, for grades, weights logistics 
and packing lane functions, complete with a library of all 
known pack types.  
Counting of eggs in many ways: per input batch, detection 
systems, per packing lane etc. Internal database can hold 
over 4,000 countings in memory. 
Performance data Tool to give you information about your 
day-to-day effi ciency. 
Diagnostic information Gives you a warning in suspicious 
situations and helps you to fi nd probable cause in case of 
problems. 
Mobacom The machine’s control system can be taken over 
by our helpdesk via network lines.

Software options
Inkjet Inkjet systems of several brands can be automatically 
controlled by Omnia giving you information about grade, 
supplier code or house number and (best before-) dates.
Batch You can specify a certain weight per consumer pack 
with a certain tolerance. Omnia will now combine eggs to 
optimize to your settings.
Pack weight Specifi es a minimum pack weight. Make 
optimal use of allowed underweight eggs (USDA 3.3%, EU 6%) 
Fill weight/Fill count Specify a maximum amount of eggs 
(fi ll count) or weight (fi ll weight) on a lane. (This option 
is a must-have on Japanese machines and often used in 
combination with large Japanese trays.)

Family pack Combines eggs of different grades in a specifi ed 
pattern in one package.
Separate weight limits Administrate infeed countings based 
on different weight-limits.
Omnialink File exchange protocol to program the grader 
with egg information as well as read back the results 
after grading. Information to Omnia comprises supply 
info of eggs and products to run. Information from Omnia 
comprises counting results including full tracking and 
tracing information.
Separate infeed countings Option to process 2 or more 
batches of eggs simultaneously (especially interesting on 
inline- and combi confi gurations).
Precandling Eggs that are rejected by human precandlers 
are counted accurately and sent to a specifi c position.
Capacity control Omnia uses given priorities in grades 
to optimize a certain pre-defi ned fl ow of eggs.
Packprint Interface to control approved printers or labeling 
machines on the packing lanes via the Omnia control 
system. Variable fi elds are fi lled out automatically such 
as best before dates, farm number, traceability codes 
without the risk of human errors by the operator.

Software & Control system

| omnia | 

 Automatic inkjet controlTouchscreen PXHelpdesk
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Track PX, high pressure + CIP proceduresInfeed FT high pressure cleanableInfeed XF stainless steel construction

Technical data 85 125 170 250 330 350 500 530

Min. capacity [eggs/hour] 10,000 15,000 15,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 45,000 45,000

Max. capacity [eggs/hour] 30,000 45,000 60,000 90,000 120,000 126,000 180,000 190,000

Number of transport tracks 1 2 2 4 4 4 6 6

Number of infeed rows 6 6 6 12 12 12 18 18

Min. length without options 6,584 8,493 11,445 10,545 12,021 12,021 14,026 14,026

Max. length without options 11,012 12,921 15,873 16,449 22,353 22,353 22,882 22,882

Width without options 12,206 13,256 13,956 13,981 13,981 13,981 15,582 15,582

Min. no. of packing lanes 4 6 8 8 10 10 12 12

Max. no. of packing lanes 10 12 16 16 24 24 24 24

Power consumption (indication 
without options)

8KVA 10KVA 12KVA 14KVA 16KVA 17KVA 18KVA 19KVA

Power supply Suitable for all 3 phase+ neutral systems, both 200-230V and 380-420V, 50 or 60 Hz

Possible confi gurations
Crack detection + + + + + + + +

Blood detection + + + + + + + +

Leaker detection - + + + + + + +

Dirt detection - + + + + + + +

Confi guration XF XF XF/FT XF/FT* XF/FT PX FT PX

Inline + + + + + + + +

Offl ine + + + + + + + +

XF = Stainless Steel (eXtended Food safety), FT = FoodTec infeed, PX = Proxima

*) inline only
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Because no two packing stations are the same, each Omnia confi guration can be custom made. 
Various options are available to create the perfect solution for your specifi c needs.

Egg-washing and drying
Moba agreed interfacing points with the world leading egg 
washer - and dryer manufacturers to enable a seamless 
integration with your Omnia. 

Semi-automatic candling
Appoint off-grades by human candlers and let the Omnia 
take care of removing the eggs.

Parts washer
In the Omnia program, all packer parts that come in contact 
with eggs can be taken out to clean outside the machine in 
the parts washer.
It is designed and programmed to provide the best 
washing- and disinfection program, without interfering 
with ongoing production or other cleaning activities.

Brown detection
By means of spectrum analysis eggs can be sorted based 
on the shade of brown (software add-on on the blood 
detector). 

Hand packing lanes
Low-cost solution for rare grades that need to be hand-
packed.

Front block
To be fl exible and to match any kind of fl oor plan, some or 
all packing lanes can be placed reversed under the main 
transport frame. 

Various confi gurations

| omnia | 

Semi automatic candling Brown detectionParts washer 
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MR 40 Contifl ow  MR 50

MR 50 depalletises 
pallets with eggs. The 
stacks are placed on the 
loader of the egg grader. 
Since the robot locates 
each layer there is no 
need for pre-aligning the 
pallets before processing 
with all possible risk of 
creating cracks.

Moba Omnia graders 
are the centre of the 
grading operation. With 
its product oriented setup 
the Omnia database is 
the link between the 
logistic and information 
fl ows.

Moba Contifl ow system 
links the grader to further 
downstream automation. 
Upto 4 fl exible usable 
levels transport consumer 
packs and trays with 
eggs and all thinkable 
functions can be included 
such as buffer functions, 
pack splitters and open 
pack rejection (as shown 
in picture).

MR 10, MR 20 and MR 30 
robots can pack consumer 
packs into cases, crates, 
displays, onto pallets 
and into shippers. The 
sophisticated pick 
up head is capable of 
handling a large variety 
of different packs in the 
most gentle way.

Final products are placed 
on pallets by MR 40 or 
MR 60. The MR 40 is a 
tray palletizing robot that 
places offgrades, smalls 
and large-volume-sales 
onto pallets. It can handle 
both pulp and plastic trays, 
even simultaneously when 
required. The MR 60 scans 
cases or crates based on 
for example barcodes and 
loads a maximum of 
4 pallet positions.

1 2 3 4 5
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